Gas is $6.00 per gallon

First Order Consequence
- People don’t buy cars as often
- People drive fewer miles
- Fewer cars on the road
- Lower greenhouse gas emissions

Second Order Consequence
- Fewer gasoline cars on the road
- More people buy electric cars
- Roads don’t need repair as often

Third Order Consequence
- Less dependence on foreign oil
- Fewer traffic jams
- Roads don’t need repair as often

Increased stress on families
- Increased stress on families
- Less money for food
- Increase in hunger

Less money heating and cooling houses
- Less money heating and cooling houses
- Fewer cars on the road
- Roads don’t need repair as often

First Order Consequence
- People take fewer vacations
- People drive fewer miles
- Fewer cars on the road
- Lower greenhouse gas emissions

Second Order Consequence
- More people use car pools
- People have to spend more on gas
- Less money for food
- Increase in hunger

Third Order Consequence
- Less dependence on foreign oil
- Fewer traffic jams
- Roads don’t need repair as often
- Lower greenhouse gas emissions
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